The electron paramagnetic resonance of metalloproteins E.p.r. is a spectroscopic technique that probes the environment of a paramagnetic centre by defining tlie size and shape of the magnetic moment produced by the unpaired electron. and by characterizing any magnetic fields which might be produced by the parent molecule in the vicinity of the paramagnetic centre. In the context of our interests, these unpaired electrons are found either in selected transition metal ions or in certain organic free radicals. My talk will focus on the e.p.r. of biochemically interesting transition metal ions, for only these paramagnets exhibit a great variety of magnetic nionients. Organic radicals by contrast have identical magnetic moments (to within la).
Notable examples of e.p.r.-active metalloproteins are listed in Table 1 and members of this Table will be discussed in detail by other contributors to this Colloquium.
As is the case with most forms of spectroscopy, e.p.r. measurements of paramagnetic metalloproteins ;ire made with one of two objectives in mind.
Conceptually the simplest. but by no means insignificant, is the ability of e.p.r. to provide a quantitative measure of the amount of paramagnetic species present in one's sample. In this instance. e.p.r. plays the same role as absorbance measurements in many other areas of biochemical research. The particular virtue of e.p.r. is that. for most systems, tlie intensity of the e.p.1. signal is independent of the chemical species so that a sample can be quantified without a priori knowledge of an 'extinction coefficient'. Such measurements occupy a large part of the e.p.r. method; iti general. they d o n o t require any special knowledge of the e.p.r. process (see Note 1 . Appendix 3 ) .
The second objective is to obtain insights into the structural domain iti which the paramagnet resides. and t o characterize the local environment of the paramagnet by probing tlic interaction of local electric and magnetic fields with the unpaired electron( s) of the transition metal ion.
This latter utilization of e.p.r. requires substantiallj, more understanding of tlie e.p.r. phenomenon than d o intensity measurements and the objective of this review is Abbreviation used: HiPIP. high-potential iron protein.
to provide sonic insights into tlie inlportant pliysical processes that are at work.
As a preamble t o tlie discussion. it is important to note that the fundamental quantity that is studied in an e.p.r. nieasurenient is tlie magnetic moment ( p ) of the paramagnetic centre. Altliough the magnitude of p can be measured directly by magnetic susceptibility measurements. in e.p.r. we measure p indirectly via tlie paramcterg. which we can identify as the spectroscopic manifestation of the magnetic moment. Experimentally. g is obtained frolii tlie resonance relationship hv = gOH,
where v is the spectrometer frequency (typically 0 Gliz) and H , is tlic magnetic field at the relevant feature in the e.p.r. spectrum (Fig. I ) ; h and 0 are I'lanck's constant and the Bohr (electron) magncton. respectively.
There are a number of advantages in using e.p.1. rather than magnetic susceptibility to characterize the magnetic moment. First, i t is a spectroscopic. not a bulk. teclinique and thus the individual contributions of all the paramagnets in one's sample can be separated: magnetic susceptibility provides only the gross magnetic monient of the sample. Second, tlie magnetic moment may have a shape. This can be characterized with difficulty from measurements of the magnetic susceptibility of single crystals: the same information can often be obtained easily from tlie c.p.1. spectrum of the polycrystalline sample (e.g. a frozen solution of a protein). Third. tlie interaction of the patamagnet with local nuclear moments. and not-so-local electron moments. caii often be visualized i n tlic e.p.i-. spectrum: this is usually not possible with magnetic susceptibility. Last, but by no nie;ins least. e.p.1. nie:tsurements are lOO--lOOO-fold more sensitive. less affected by the presence of paramagnetic impurities and technically much easier t o perform (see Note 2. Appendix 2 ) .
As we will see. the g-factor can liavc as m a n y as t h e c values. each corresponding to a value obtained when tlie spectrometer magnetic field ( H , ) is parallel to one of three special directions in tlie molecule (Palmer, 1070) . These special direct ions frequently correspond to structural ;IXCS and the g-values measured along these special directions are most commonly called g,.g, and g,. The orientation dependence of g has a profound effect on tlie shape of an e.p.r. Magnclic lield - Fig. I . Schematic representation of g-tensor and the conscquential e,p.r. spectra The upper solid bodies show the geometric shapes associated with isotropic. axial (prolate and oblate) and rhombic magnetic moments (the last body proved t o be difficult to draw; it should be viewed as a rugby ball compressed about the equator, as if sotiieotie had sat on it). Underneath are shown the idealized absorption cut-ves (broken lines) and absorption curves with a finite linewidth. The corresponding e.p.r. derivative curves are shown on the bottom. The descending broken lines serve t o correlate the features in the absorption and derivative presentations. spectrum and a n early responsibility of a budding e.p.r. spectroscopist is to be able t o identify the parent lineshape which arises because of difference in the relative magnitudes Three basic situations exist; these are sumtiiarired in Fig. I . ( I ) Tlie isotropic case i n which all three g-values are equal in niagnitude: a single symmetric absorption curve is obtained. This is observed infrequently with transition nietal ions.
( 2 ) The axial case in which one g-value differs from the other two. The unique value is called gll. the pair of gvalues is called gi. gll can either be larger [Fig. Ib. e.g. Cu(1I) l o r snialler (Fig. lc, e. g. low-spin Co(l1)J than g,.
(3) The rliotiibic case i n which all three g-values Iiave different iiiagnitudes 1e.g. Ni( 111). low-spin Fe( I l l ) ] .
With these lineshapes firmly committed to memory, we can now examine Fig. 2 which shows. in schematic fashion. the variety arid range of e.p.r. spectra to be found with nietalloproteins. The Figure ( see Note 3, Appendix 2 ) documents several points:
( I ) T h e e.p.r. of transition metal ions can be observed over a wide range of magnetic fields. This can be contrasted with e.p.r. of frce radical species which all fall within the inverted triangle used to denote g = 2, and n.m.r. shifts which are usually quoted in parts per million and fall within tlie tip of the same arrow.
( 2 ) All four kinds of lineshapes ( Fig. 1 ) are present (the g = 4.3 resonance of high-spin Fe(ll1) can exhibit vdriabk sliape including isotropic while the g = 2 resonance of 3-Fe clusters is only slightly distorted from isotropic character).
( 3 ) Both parent nuclei (Cu, Co. Mo. Mn) and satellite nuclei (tl. N ) can give structure to the spectrum.
Tlie basic questions that now arise, and the question that ofg,.g, arid g,.
forins the basis of this paper, are: 'What f'actor(s) are responsible for the great diversity in the e.p.r. spectra that is apparent in Fig. 2 
?'
The fundamental answer t o this question is that the ohserved variations reflect the differences in tlie size and shape of the local electric. and occasionally magnetic. fields which are present at the paramagnet in question.
Local electric fields originate in the electrons of the ligands which are the nearest neighbours of the paramagnet. They produce orbital contributions to the magnetic nioinent and. for S > I / ? . zero-field splittings. As these local electric fields are asymmetric in shape, reflecting the character and disposition of the ligands, the orbital magnetism and zerofield splitting are also asymmetric.
Local magnetic fields originate from (a) parent nuclei; these cause hyperfine interactions (e.g.. Cu): ( h ) satellite nuclei; these produce ligand hyperfine (also called superhyperfine) interactions (e.g. N); and ( c ) satellite unpaired electrons; these give rise to the through-space dipolar interactions which affect the shape and/or relaxation of the paramagnet depending on distance and electron spinrelaxation time.
For our purposes the shifts in g-values that are documented in Fig. 2 can be considered under four categories:
( l ) S = 1/2, Ag<O.4 [e.g. Cu(ll) , Ni(ll1). low-spin Co( 11). Mo(V)]
(2) S = 1/2, Ag > 0.4 (low-spin ferric liacnis) (3) S> 1/2 [e.g. Mn(ll), high spin Fe(l1l) and Co(ll)] (4) Coupled-spin systems (irori-sulphur clusters)
To understand the fundamental process which produces g-shifts in S = 1/2 paramagnets, i t is desirable to be able to visualize the shape of the orbitals which contain tlie para- Palmer. 1980) takes the point of view that the deviations of g from tlie free electron value reflect a change in the magnetic moment of tlie paraniagnetic electron and that this change is a nicasure of the contribution of the orbital magnetic moment ( p L ) to the total magnetic moment of the paramagnet.
I n the second approach we focus on the magnetic field associated with the circulation and tlie influence of this magnetic field on the spin. We write:
that is. the resonance relationship is t o be satisfied by the total magnetic field ( H t ) at the electron and this has contributions from the applied field ( H , ) together with the local field (Hloc) arising from the circulating electron. For tlie case when d,, is initially vacant tlie circulation produced results in a Hi,, which opposes If, (the electron is shielded by the orbital field). To achieve resonance the intensity of the applied field must be increased to compensate for the presence of Hi,, and the g-value calculated using eqn.
( 1 ) will be smaller than that calculated in tlie absence of Hi<,,. Conversely when d,, already contains a pair of electrons we can think of the circulation as moving an electron from d,, into the partly filled dx2.,1; this can be equated as tlie circulation of a positively charged vacancy (hole) o r the counter-rotation of an electron. In either case the resultant HI,, reinforces H,, and the value of H , needed to satisfy eqn. ( 2 ) is snialler than it would be if Hi,, were zero; we calculate ag-value greater than 2.
In this picture. then. changes iii the value of g are a measure of the shielding or deshielding of the electron by the magnetic field produced by tlie paramagnetic current; by contrast the alternative approach (Palmer. 1'180) interprets changes in g as due to a change in the strength of the total magnetic moment of the electron.
There are three other factors to be considered. First, this circulation of the electron (or hole) is not necessarily facile. for in passing from dx2-,2 t o dxy tlie electron must overcome an energetic barrier (see Note 4. Appendix 2). As a consequence, the strength of the circulation and the niagnitude of the associated magnetic nioment decreases with increasing difference in energy of the two participating orbitals.
Second, the magnitude of the orbital contribution depends upon direction. From Table 2 we see that the orbital which combines with dX2.,2 to constitute the current loop is different along x. y and z . This has two consequences: (1) the intrinsic rotational strength depends upon which pair of orbitals is involved (Palmer. 1980) and (ii) the energy gap between different pairs of orbitals will usually be different. Third, the magnetic field perceived by the electron is not simply a function of the orbital motion but increases with the size o f the atom; this dependence is characterized by the spin--orbit coupling constant (see Note 5. Appendix 2 ) . A. which specifies how this circulation appears as a magnetic field to the electron spin. The value of h is unique for each nucleus; it is a positive quantity ford' -d 5 .
These factors are quantified in ttie relationship
where the first term on the right represents the contribution of p, and the second term quantifies pL or the shielding term. depending on one's point of view. n / A E is a measure of the intrinsic strength of the circulation. A E represents the energy gap between the particular pair of participating orbitals. In general. both n and A E change when the niolecule is observed along x, y and z ; consequently gi will also vary. This approach can be illustrated for Mo(V) in Fig. 3 ; the qualitative betiaviour for other metal ions of biochemical interest arc shown in Appendix 1 (Fig. Al) .
The approach just described is adequate when deviations of g from 2 are small. This requires that A E be large (relative to h ) and the formal procedure proceeds on the assumption that the shape of the orbital which formally contains the unpaired electron is essentially unafcected by light-cu-ordinate (dodccahcdroii)
Fig. 3. d-Orbital levelling for two geometries fovnd f o r molybdenum ( V )
The single electron is placed in the lowest level and the loops denote the current paths responsible for the orbital contributions tog,.g, and g,. low-spin F'e(l11) showing the changes in orbital energy ajier axial and rhombic distortions The energy separations can be specified using either of the two parameters A and 13, or V and A. The actual orbital containing the paramagnetic electron is a mixture of these three orbitals with the composition of the mixture being determined by the relative magnitudes of A and B and A. the spin-orbit interaction constant (see Appendix 1 ).
the process. When AL' is small. the energies of the relevant orbitals become comparable and eqn. ( 1 ) is clearly unsatisfactory. for the last term increases without limit. In these circumstances one must take into account the fact that the composition of the parent orbital is n o t simply one of our familiar d-orbitals but is a mixture with contributions from those orbitals energetically close to ttie parent; this mixture must now be explicitly considered. Unfortunately. this approach does not lead to an intuitively appealing picture. The specific situation arises for low-spin haenis which have the energy levels shown in Fig. 4 (Palmer, 1979, 1'183) . In this case. the five valence electrons are acconirnodated in the three lowest d-orbitals, as shown. The energies of these orbitals differ only slightly. the relative energies being expressed in terms of two parameters ( A and H. or V and A ) . If the haem is axially syninietric, typically due to a compression perpendicular to the haeni plane (i.e. Formal analysis of this system (Taylor, 1977) shows that the magnetic moment is typically rhombic with the values of g,. g, and g, being completely specified by the niagnitudes of either pair of energy parameters (in units of A).
(See the Appendix for a number of useful relationships which can be derived from the formal analysis.)
One can use the measured g-values and eqns. ( 9 i ) and ( 9 j ) (see Appendix 1 ) t o obtain the magnitudes of V and A, a facility which has been exploited in a most creative way Tetragotid field ( A j h )
Fig. 5. Crystal field correlation diagram for low-spin ferrihaenioproteins
The Figure has been modified from that of Blumberg & Peisach (1971) to include data on cytochrome a from heart and yeast (a and y , respectively) and bis-iniidazole protohaem (Palmer, 1980) . Calculations are carried out using the formulae and improper co-ordinate frame described in the Appendix. The abbreviations used are: P-450, J: P-450, M, rabbit liver microsonial cytochrome P-450; P-450. B. rat liver microsonial P-450; P-450, G, bacterial cytochrome found that their data fell in clusters: they defined five domains designated C. H, B. 0 and P. and they proposed that each domain represented a specific structural type. For example, the B domain was assigned to the bis-imidazole co-ordination. This concept has generated considerable interest in the e.p.r. of these compounds and a number of experimental and theoretical developments have been spawned as a consequence. These are reviewed by Palmer (1979 Palmer ( . 1983 .
To a first, crude, approximation each of these domains can be identified by the value of the low-field g-value which ranges from about 3.05 for a C domain to about 2.5 for the P domain. However. a number of biochemically important haem proteins, notably the cytochromes from several electron-transport chains, exhibit values for gz-which are substantially larger than those used to construct Fig. 5 ; in these compounds. g, and g, are not readily observed but both appear to have values very much less than 2. For example. the cytochromes b of the inner mitochondria1 membrane exhibit g,-values as large as 3.8 (Siedow et al., 1978) ; other examples are given in Table 3 .
First attempts t o rationalize such large g-values within the basic formalism of the Blumberg ~-Peisach approach have relied upon the assumption of novel co-ordination combinations. notably bis-lysine and histidine-lysine (Brautigan et a/., 1977) . However. the observation (Carter et al.. 1981) that similarly large g-values can be obtained in model compounds prepared with sterically hindered imidazoles (e.g. 1.2-diniethylimidazole; Fig. 6 ) suggests that these highly anisotropic e.p.r. spectra reflect some kind of strain or distortion at the haeni centre and should not be taken as prima facie evidence for new co-ordination types.
There are two obvious possibilities for this distortion: (i) the length of the Fe-N(iniidazo1e) bond is shifted from its nornial value and the ligand field at the haem is correspondingly different. It should be noted that the Fe-N bond lengths for hindered iinidazoles can be 0.01 nm smaller than those observed with unhindered imidazoles (Scheidt & Gouterman. 1983) Almost all structural data reveal that the planes of unsubstituted imidazoles are close to being parallel, although the specific orientation is variable. Thus in bis( 1-methylimidazole) protohaem the (average) imidazole plane projects over a pair of opposite pyrrole nitrogens (Little et al.. 1975) while in cytochrome b5 the two iniidazoles arc symmetrically offset by about 15' from the p-S methine axis (Mathews et al., 1979) . These two compounds exhibit almost identical e.p.r. spectra consistent with the idea that the imidazoles d o indeed define the in-plane cubic axes of the ligand field.
In striking contrast, the two planes of the two ligands in his( 2-methylimidazole) iron tetraphenylporphin are almost exactly 90" with respect to one another and lie approximately over the two orthogonal methine-methine vectors (Kirner et al., 1978) . With this geometry, the porphyrin is substantially puckered with the methine carbons displaced away from the methyl substituent on the imidazole. The e.p.r. o f this compound is highly anisotropic with g, = 3.4 (Walkcr et al., 1984) , providing support for the idea that these very large g-values reflect a symmetric ligand field at the haem due t o a perpendicular orientation of the two axial ligands (see Note 7. Appendix 2).
Additional data are provided by the recent 0.18 nm structure of cytochronie c3 from Desulfovibrio vulgaris (lliguichi et al.. 1984) . This protein contains four lowspin haeni centres, each with a pair of histidines as the axial ligands. The Fe---histidine bond lengths and imidazole porphyrin vectors for each haeni are depicted in Fig. 7 .
The e.p.r. spectrum for this protein exhibits three values (see Note 8, Appendix 2) for g,, 3.16, 2.95 and 2.71 (DerVartanian & LeCall, 1978) , in the approximate intensity ratio of 1 : 2 : 1 . 
BIOCHEMICAL SOClETY TRANSACTlONS
In haems I , 3 and 4 the imidazoles are almost co-planar and lie close t o a niethine-methine vector ( a , y lor 1 and 3, 0, 6 for 4). As all of the reported g-values are less than 3.2, the haenis are far from axiality and thus it would appear that the imidazoles are defining the co-ordinates of the ligand field. Haems 1, 3 and 4 can be assigned to the e.p.r. features at 2.95 (twice) and 2.71. The dihedral angle between the planes of the imidazoles in haeni 2 is 64"; thus haetn 2 should be closest t o axial and presumably associated with the largest g-value. 3.1 0: in the model compound (Kirner et al., 1978) a dihedral angle of 88" corresponded to a gvalue of 3.4 (Walker et al., 1984) . However, because the e.p.r. in cytochronie c3 has not been quantified, the possibility arises that this protein exhibits e.p.r. in the range g = 3.1-4.0, wliich has not yet been detected (see Note 9. Appendix 3). Clearly this protein presents a remarkably useful system with which to evaluate the role of the axial ligands in dictating the magnitude of the g-tensor.
g-strain and its effects on the shape of e.p.r. spectra. g-strain is the name given to those processes that niodulate the magnitude of g,, g, and g,. These processes are believed t o result in intrinsic microheterogeneity at the paramagnet by producing varkdtions in bond angles and bond lengths. As a consequence g,, for exaniplc. does not have a unique value but a distribution of values, usually taken as Gaussian, centred on the nominal value.
This phenomenon has two striking consequences. First. the e.p.r. of species with very anisotropic g-values exhibit equally anisotropic linewidths; this is demonstrated very clearly with cytochrome c (Fig. 8) . This anisotropy in linewidth arises because e.p.r. spectra are not recorded versus a linear energy scale (see Note 10, Appendis 2) but a linear field scale. The latter is proportional to reciprocal energy. Consequently, a fixed increment in g results in only a small change in H, when H, is small but a large change in H, when H, is large. For cytochrome c the width of the low-field peak (g,) is about 140G ( 1 C = T); this is A second consequence of gstrain, observed when g, is at its axial limit. has recently been described by Salerno (1984) . As g, cannot exceed this limit, the Gaussian distribution in g, is truncated and only manifests itself ~i i the high-field side. As a consequence. the e.p.r. begins very abruptly and the e.p.r. envelope is very asymmetric. as illustrated by the isolated cytochrome b from yeast (Fig.  6) . As g, moves upfield from its limiting value, the abrupt low-field edge beconies rounded and the high-field envelope can develop a shoulder (the reflected position of the distribution no longer overlaps the direct position). Salerno concludes from his analysis that earlier evidence for multiple cytochronie b's in mitochondria1 complex 111 (De Vries el al., 1979) is an artefact of these lineshape phenomena and should be discounted.
Category ( 3 ) S > 112 (namely S = 512)
For paramagnets containing inore than one unpaired electron [e.g. high-spin Fe(IlI), Mn(Il)] the interaction between the paramagnetic electrons and the ligand field leads to differences in the energies of the spin substates (M, = 2 1/2, k 3 / 2 , * 5/2) even in the absence of a magnetic field. This effect is called the zero-field splitting. At first sight it is surprising that an electric field can affect the ( b ) With a small splitting, five lines, the fine structure components, are centred at g = 7. (c) When the zero-field splitting is large, a highly anisotropic signal is observed from the lowest ( M , = I/') component.
electron spin, but this is an indirect process which arises as a consequence of tlie requirement that electrons with the same spin cannot occupy the same space (Pauli's Principle). Thus alternative configurations such as (tttt t, M, = 5/2), in which all five unpaired electrons have the Same spin orientation, and ( t t t l l , M, = l/2), in which the five unpaired electrons have the maximum number of opposite spins, differ in that the motion of the individual electrons in the former configuration is constrained more severely than it is in the latter. In rigorously octahedral ligand fields (usually met only in contrived situations in solid-state physics) this characteristic of the M, = f 1 / 2 configuration cannot be exploited, for all directions are equivalent. !lowever, as the symmetry of tlie ligand field is lowered the greater flexibility of the M, = f 1/2 configuration becomes more and more significant and the electrons of the * 1/2, f 3/2 and f 5/2 configurations will adopt slightly different spatial distributions and acquire different energies; it is this difference in energies that causes the zero-field splitting.
For example, when the axial ligand field weakens. the f 1/2 state can more easily elongate along the z-axis; the resultant charge distribution is quadrupolar in shape with tlie charge density at tlie poles ( t z ) greater than that of the equivalent sphere while that around the equator is less than tlie equivalent sphere. This asymmetric charge density can interact with tlie electric field (actually the gradient of the electric field) and change its energy. Conversely, when the axial field strengthens, the charge flows away from the poles toward the equator. and the sign of the quadrupolar charge distribution is reversed. These two alternatives result in zero-field splittings of opposite sign (see Note 11, Appendix 2).
The e.p.r. for S = 5/2 is thus very sensitive to small departures from cubic symmetry. For purely axial distortions, the magnitude of this splitting is quantified by the parameter D , the zero-field splitting constant (Fig. 9a) ; this is analogous t o the parameter A in the S = 1 / 2 case. In the simplest (idealized) case, D = 0. the levels converge to a common origin when H,, is zero and a single e.p.r. resonance is observed at g = 9- (Fig. 9a) (Fig. 9c) the projection of M, along H , is small; a single resonance is seen at g = 2. flowever, when H , is perpendicular to D a somewhat unique circumstance arises.
Normally. one expects tlie unpaired electrons to align along the magnetic field regardless of the orientation of the molecule in the magnetic field. However, when the electrons gain an energetic advantage from their interaction with the ligand field, the electrons stay aligned (quantized) along the symmetry axis of the ligand field and d o not maintain their orientation along H, as the molecule is rotated in the magnetic field. Thus with H , perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the ligand field. If,, 'sees' a spin component that is much larger than was seen with H , parallel to D (Fig. 9c) ; this large magnetic moment can be accounted for by assigning a larger g-value to tlie resonance. i.e. gl = 6. Justification of this value requires solving the relevant quantum mechanical formulae. In general gL = 2 S t I .
With symmetries lower than axial. a second parameter E (analogous to u) is used to describe the rliombic distortion; then gl splits into g, and g,. When E/D = 1/3 (3 V / A = 2 / 3 ) the limiting values for the g-values are Y.7, 0.5. 0.6: the first of these has been observed in the rubredoxins although the other two components have yet to be detected. Formulae for the g-values expected for small valucs of l</D are given in Appendix 1 [eqns. (106) t o (1Oc)J.
In these highly distorted compounds e.p.r. can also be observed from excited states, most commonly that which is formally labelled M, = f 3 / 2 . When E/D exceeds 0.30 (and D > 1 cm-'). all three g-values for this excited state rapidly approach 4.27. the limiting value when h'/D = 1/3; as a consequence, a relatively isotropic e.p.r. absorption is observed in the neighbourliood of 1500 G. This signal is diagnostic o f high-spin iron in a strongly rliombic site; such systems appear naturally but also seem t o be the fate of iron adventitiously present in a biosysteni. Because this resonance arises from an excited state. decreasing tlie temperature will depopulate this level and lead to ;I loss of the g = 4.3 resonance: at the same time t h e g = 9.7 feature characteristic of the ground state will grow in intensity. The resonance is associated with a paramagnetic centre which contains. as a minimum, one high-spin Fe(lll) and one high-spin Fe( 11). Normally, an applied magnetic field would cause the unpaired electrons of both iron centres to orient parallel with the field. However, when the two metal centres are coupled to one another sucli that the spins on one iron are constrained t o be antiparallel to the spins on the other, only the resultant spin is required to align itself with the field. The (antiferromagnetic) coupling of S = 5/2 and S = 4/2 produces a resultant state with a net spin (S') of 1/2. When S' is parallel t o H,,, so are the five electrons on the ferric ion; however, the electrons on the ferrous ion will then be aligned in opposition to H,. The observed magnetic moment (and hence the observed gfactor) will reflect this opposition of the two sets of electrons and will have a magnitude weighted by the relative contributions of these two sets to the resultant. These weighting factors can be deduced by application of the classical Lande formula for evaluating the contributions of individual spin systems to a coupled spin (this is normally seen in the context of evaluating a J arising from tlie coupling of L plus S) and lead to the essential result (Gibson e f al., 1966) :
which emphasize that tlie observed g-values arise from the opposition of the gvalues 011 the ferric and ferrous ions. As g for Fe3+ = 2.0 and the g-values for Fe2+-2L2.4. the observed g-values fall at 7 or below.
With iron sulphur clusters one of the three gvalues is found t o be larger than 2 (2.01-2.06); however, with tlie purple acid phosphatase and semi-met haemerythrin all three values are smaller than 2. With haenierythrin (Stenkamp ct 01.. 1084) and possibly with the phosphatase there is no sulphur in the co-ordination site and it is plausible that an orbital contribution from the fraction of unpaired spin on one o r mure of the sulphur atoms produces the 'anonialously high' g-value in the iron-sulphur clusters.
There are a number of important cases in which two paramagnetic ions, each with an odd number of electrons. are coupled to yield an even-spin system: the binuclear centre o f cytoclironie oxidase. which comprises a S = 5/2 haeni arid a S = I/' copper. is a case in point (Palmer e f al.. 1970) . Provided the strength of the coupling is greater than g/3H (-0.3 cni-'). then the resultant spin system will probably not exhibit any e.p.r. I t must be emphasized that this coupling cannot be broken thermally (unless the protein is denatured): only magnetic fields sufficiently strong to negate the coupling between the two centres will allow tlic individual paramagnets to exhibit their intrinsic c . p. I. spe c t rum.
Thc ejyects of local magnetic fields o n the e.p.r. spc'ctrzrtn. The simplest case is provided by a paramagnet wliicli possesses a nucleus with a nuclear moment (e.g. Cu. Mn. Co.
Mo). This nucleus then makes a contribution t o the niapnetic field present at the electron:
A , the Iiyperfine interaction constant. specifies the niagnitude of tlic interaction between the electron and nucleus in energy units (see Note 1 1 , Appendix 9) (it is common practice to quote A in c n -I ) , g is the electron gvalue at the place iii tlie spectrum where tlie hyperfine interactioti is studied and MI is tlie nuclear analog t o M,. F o r example, for Cu I = 3/2 and MI can have the values 3 / 9 , I/'. -I/?. -317. Consequently, HI,, will also have four values and the parent e.p.r. will be split into four coniponents of essentially equal intensity.
1:vcii though the nucleus can be viewed as spherically symmetric, the interaction between the electron and the nucleus is aiiisot ropic. This arises because the hyperfine interaction is also composed of two parts, an isotropic component whicli reflects a contact interaction between electron and nucleus and an asyninietric component arising from a spatial interaction. As the paramagnetic electron resides in an orbital with specific directional properties, the spatial interaction is also directional. For an electron confilled t o a single 'pure' orbital the anisotropic component is axial 2.4, = -A , = -A y : when the electron orbital is composed of two o r more orbitals, the anisotropic component can have rhombic symmetry. As an example we can consider tlie case of a Cu( 11) species which tiasg, = 9.3, A , = 0.02 C I I~-' . g, g is theg-value for the electron at that orientation.
Finally, we will consider tlie consequences of having multiple paramagnets in the same protein molecule. In such a case, extraordinarily complex e.p.r. will be observed provided that (i) the molecule moves slowly with respect to the strength of tlie magnetic interaction between the two BlOCHEMlCAL SOCIETY TRANSACTIONS centres (expressed in frequency), and (ii) the distance between the two centres is not too great.
The principles involved are readily appreciated from consideration of the simplest case, namely a protein containing two S = 1/2 species, each with an isotropic g factor; for concreteness let the distance between the two centres be 1 0 A. We focus first of all on the magnetic field at spin 1 produced by spin 2 (Fig. lOa) and equate H,,,, with Hap, the dipolar field at spin 1. Because S = 1/2 and g = 2 the field at spin 1 produced by those spins 2 with
(1 -3 cos3 0) (in G) (7) There are two limiting conditions. When 0 = 0" and spin Appendix 1 : some useful formulae and relationships (1) For low-spin ferric haems, the electron is found in an orbital derived from d,,. which can be described as a For this modified orbital we have Taylor (1977) :
2 lies 'north or south' i f spin 1, &p = -3 0 G and Hi = molecules are so oriented, hence the intensity at a' is small.
( oc H,, -30. This is the location a' in Fig. 10(b) . Not many When e = 90" and spin 2 lies 'east-west' of spin 1, Hdip = 15 G; this is the location b' in Fig. 10 . As many molecules can lie on the equator, the intensity from this orientation is large. The envelope produced by summing over all orientations is then given by the solid line in the Figure. However, in 50% of the molecules spin 2 has the g, -g,
with If a' + b 2 + c' = 1 (i.e. assuming n o covalency) tlicn:
opposite, M, = -1/2, orientation and so, in-one-half of the molecules, spin 1 eoxperiences a dipolar field of oposite sign. 0 = 0" and 0 = 90 leads t o the points a and b, respectively, and the overall envelope is given by the broken line. The total e.p.r. absorption due t o spin 1 is then given by the dotted line. As, in this example, spins 1 and 2 are identical, the effects of spin 1 upon spin 2 are the same as those just described and the e.p.r. absorption envelope for spin 2 is identical t o that for spin 1. The resultant e.p.r. derivative curve is shown in Fig. lO(c) . In this simple case the distance from a t o a' (Fig. 1Oc) will be 60G; this value can be inserted into eqn. (4) t o yield (twice) the distance between the two centres. In real life this simple pattern is rarely observed. First, the g-values of the participating centres are usually anisotropic so that the e.p.r. spectrum in the absence of interaction already has a complicated envelope. Second, the two species are rarely identical. This can be due t o intrinsically different metal ions, or spin-states, or g-tensors, or simply different orientations of the two g-tensors from two otherwise identical paramagnets.
Finally, the value of r may be sufficiently large that a discrete splitting is not obtained and all that can be observed is a small increase in the linewidth of the e.p.r. spectrum. Zweier (1983) has examined this situation and his formula for the distance. r , can be rewritten
where AH is the measured broadening of the e.p.r. line of spin 1 and g = (g, + gy + g,)'" is the root-mean-square g-value for spin 2 . Assuming that a 1 G broadening is the smallest that can be reliably measured (Zweir, 1983) , this formula implies that distances of about 20 A can be detected when the perturbing paramagnet has a spin of 1/2 and close t o 40 when the perturbing paramagnet has a spin of 5 / 2 . I thank F. Ann Walker for providing me with a preprint of her work, and R. Cammack, P. Knowles, C . Reed and T. Vanngard for discussion o n the content of the manuscript. The research in my laboratory is supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health (GM 21337) and the Welch Foundation (C-636).
Note: when using eqns. (9h) and ( 9 9 to make entries on Blumberg-Peisach graphs, gx, g, and g, should be assigned as -gm,, gm, and -g-.,
respectively. For a proper coordinate system (Palmer, 1979) g,,g, and g, correspond t o gmim gmid and gmax.
From eqns. (9a), (9b) and (9c) it follows that: ( I ) With a = 1,
( 2 ) S = 5/2 systems
In this case, the resonance field, H,, for a transition from M , to M , -1 is given by (Zweier. 1983) : 
The last relationship holds quite well even at higher distortions. For example. the gvalues for P-450 arc 8, 3.7 and 1. Exact solution of the relevant quantum mechanical formulae reveals E/D = 0. I . The above approximate formula yields a value of 0.09. Appendix 2 : Notes (1) It should be noted that accurate procedures for quantification require two pieces of information. First, all the g-values of the paramagnet should be known. If the paramagnet contains only a single unpaired electron, this is a sufficient requirement. For paramagnets with S > 1/2 it is also necessary to know the zero-field splitting constant and whether the resonance arises from a spin-multiplet ground state (e.g. the g = 6 resonance of high-spin haems) or from an excited state (e.g. the g = 4.3 resonance of highspin, non-haem ferric ion). Furthermore, in these latter cases it is not always possible to establish the total width of a spectrum so that integration of the prominent features may lead t o a serious underestimation of the species in question.
(2) Rather than make this comparison too one-sided, it should be recognized that magnetic susceptibility measure- (4)An analogy can be made t o the activation energy of chemical reactions. However, it must be noted that this orbital circulation is not a thermally driven process but is driven by the applied magnetic field.
( 5 ) So far, we have dealt with a planetary system revolving around the nucleus. To get more insight into spin-orbit coupling we have to change to a planetary system revolving around the paramagnetic electron (an 'anti-Galilean' transformation). This electron sees the nucleus and all the other electrons circulating about it, and the current thus created results in a maenetic field at the the actual charge perceived by the paramagnetic electron increases with nuclear charge but falls between the two extreme cases just outlined. and the efficacy of the orbital motion in producing a magnetic field at the paramagnetic electron increases with atomic number.
(6) Traditionally, the cubic axes of the ligand field are assumed to lie along pyrrole-pyrrole directions. In this alternative co-ordinate system. imidazoles that are colinear with opposing methine bridges should not lower the ligand field symmetry. However, when both histidines are aligned to be parallel to either pyrroles I L I l l or IILIV, field splitting is produced (Fig. 4) .
Cullll
Cu(ll). Co(lll. Ni(lll1 C u l l l l (7) Recent X-ray data on bis(2-methylimidazok) octaethylporphinato iron (HI) suggest that the spin-state of a haem can also be modulated by the rotational orientation of the axial ligands (Geiger et al,, 1983) .
(8) The published spectra show an additional feature a t g = 2.4 which is too weak (relative to the other components) to represent one haem; furthermore, a g-value of 2.4 is unprecedented for bis-imidazole co-ordination.
(9) It should be recognized that the transition probability (intensity) at g, is determined by g , plus g,. When g, approaches 4, g, and g , approach 0 (see Appendix 1) and thus the e.p.r. intensity in this low-field region will be very small relative to that when the value of g, lies between 2.4 and 3.1.
( 10) Recall that optical absorption bands are expected t o be symmetric when recorded on linear energy scale; in practice these spectra are recorded on a linear wavelength scale. When these bands are sufficiently broad, the asymmetry becomes apparent.
( 1 1 ) This phenomenon is analogous t o the nuclear quadrupole interaction found in n.m.r. In the electron case the effect is characterized formally by second-order effects of spin-orbit coupling. The formal analysis however is not readily amenable to a physical picture.
(12) The following approximations are useful: 1 cni-' -30 GHz -10000 G (at g = 2).
